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Oﬃcials call new CNN GW candidates ready for Tues.
Alumni, faculty,
tuition rank misleading students run in
by Brandon Butler
Senior News Editor

According to the University, average
tuition increases for colleges and universities
nationwide was 6.3 percent last year. The
CNNMoney.com recently reported University also gave out about $115 million
GW’s tuition as the highest-priced in the dollars of financial aid for the 2006-2007
country, but University administrators said academic year.
the ranking is misleading.
Despite the smallest increase in tuition
For the 2006-2007 academic year, incom- over 20 years, compared to other instituing freshmen paid $49,290 with room tions, GW tuition is at the top of a pricey list
and board costs, according to GW Media of schools.
Relations.
The $37,790 fixed tuition is almost
GW is one of a select
$32,000 more than the
few universities in the
average in-state public
country with a fixedschool tuition. The price
QUICKTAKES: TUTITION
tuition plan, which guaris also $15,602 more than
antees that students will
the average cost of a fourpay one flat rate for up to
year private institution,
five years of undergraduaccording to CNN.
GW fixed-rate tuition for
ate education. University
“It is expensive to
2006-2007 entering class:
President Stephen Joel
go to any private insti$37,790
Trachtenberg said the
tution in America,” said
fixed tuition plan forces
Executive Vice President
the University to set the
and Treasurer Louis Katz.
Amount of average in-state
initial incoming price
“Even the publics are getpublic school tuition: $5,000
high, but when averaged
ting up in price.”
out over a four-year eduHe said the trustees
cation, GW’s tuition is
Amount of average state
and University adminismore comparable to other
trators take multiple facpublic school tuition:
schools.
tors into account when
$15,790
“It’s not correct to
setting the price of tuition.
rank us first,” he said.
These include the overall
“But it’s also not right to
demand, characteristics
Amount of average private
rank us 35.”
of students and parents
school tuition: $22,188
Lucie Lapovsky, a forand the trends of other
mer president of Mercy
comparable institutions.
source: CNNMoney.com
College in New York and
“We look at what the
an economist who studmarketplace is doing,”
ies college tuition prices,
Katz said. “We gauge
said GW’s fixed-tuition
reaction to it by looking
initiative is a “relativity daring move” on at the size and quality of the application
the University’s part.
pool, and ultimately how many students
“This system is not too common because come to GW.”
it usually requires the freshman tuition to be
“And all of those things are positive,”
set higher than those institutions who raise he added.
tuition every year,” she said. “But by the time
Katz said it is unlikely tuition would
you hit your senior year, you will be paying decrease because he said such a move would
less than students at comparable universities require cutting back programming. Instead,
whose tuition has gone up every year.”
he said the University’s priority is to reduce
Last February the Board of Trustees set the rate of tuition growth.
GW’s fixed tuition for incoming freshmen
“The most important thing is to conat $37,790. The change marked a 3.9 percent tinue to improve educational experience,”
increase from the previous year, the smallest he said.
tuition increase in about 20 years.
Trachtenberg said a four-course, fourThe class of 2007, the last class not on the credit hour system, creating a mandatory
fixed-tuition plan, footed a bill of $33,590, summer session for some students are two
also a 3.9 percent increase from previous ways GW can more efficiently spend its
years. With the addition of $11,500 worth of money.
room and board costs, GW’s tuition is more
See TUITION, p. 10
than $49,000 for incoming freshmen.

midterm elections
by Kaitlyn Jahrling
Metro News Editor

Voters across the country will decide
Tuesday if a slew of GW students, alumni and faculty running in the midterm
elections are best suited to take ofﬁce.
Alumni running for Congress are in
some of the most highly contested races.
Tim Mahoney, who received his MBA
from GW in 1983, is running for U.S.
representative in Florida’s 16th district,
which was represented by Mark Foley

until his resignation in October. Elliott
School alumna Tammy Duckworth is
the Democratic opponent in another
very tight congressional race.
Mahoney is up against Republican
candidate Joe Negron, who will receive
votes for those who mark Foley’s name
on the ballot. Foley stepped down after
publicity surrounding inappropriate
online conversations with congressional
pages.
“It’s very ﬂattering to be getting all
of this media attention,” Mahoney said
in a C-SPAN interview Oct. 26. “It’s unfortunate that we’re at a point in time in
2006 where we’re having to have a discussion about values – about whether or
not power is more important than protecting kids.”
Mahoney said while he was working on his MBA from GW, which was

funded through a job with General
Electric, he was inspired to be an entrepreneur. After leaving D.C., Mahoney
worked with a personal computer company in Cleveland, Ohio, before moving
to Florida in 1988.
Duckworth, who received an M.A.
in international affairs in 1992, is running
against Peter Roskam for the U.S. representative seat in the 6th district of Illinois.
Duckworth, who lost both her legs serving for the Illinois Army Reserve in Iraq,
is featured on the Elliott School’s Web
site.
“It was incredibly exciting to be in
Washington, D.C., and at a school where
I could have contact with the same world
leaders whose work I was studying,”
Duckworth said in an interview with
See ELECTIONS, p. 10
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Sophomore Elizabeth Decker, Mount Vernon University Police Capt. Daryl Johnson and freshman Hannah Lindberg
prepare to embark on the Mount Vernon to Mount Vernon bike tour. Students and faculty rode their bikes from the
Mount Vernon Campus to Mount Vernon, Va., the historic home of George Washington. See brief, PAGE 2.
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The way Kazakh
students see Borat
by Amanda Rayborn
Hatchet Reporter
While comedian Sacha
Baron Cohen – better known
now as “Borat” – may be
funny, many Kazakhstan
natives aren’t laughing.
And on a campus like
GW’s, and in a town like
D.C., the politics of this
weekend’s blockbuster
definitely matter.
“If a real Kazakh
guy saw Sacha Baron
Cohen on the street,
he would punch
him in a very bad
way,” freshman and
Kazakhstan native
Aisha Bozzhigitova
said after seeing the
movie this weekend.
Kairat Nitkaliev, who was a
surgeon in Almaty, Kazakhstan
before he enrolled in GW’s
Health Services Administration
program, prefers a more passive
course of action.
“If I saw a bunch of guys beating up that comedian, I wouldn’t
stop them. But, I wouldn’t get
involved either. I don’t want trouble
with the police,” he said.
Nearly eight years ago, British
comedian Sacha Baron Cohen concocted the character Borat, a doggedly raunchy fictional journalist from
Kazakhstan, and began taking aim
See BORAT, p. 7

New food venues still delayed

WOW Café and
Wingery likely to
open in January
by Allison Sylvetsky
Hatchet Staff Writer
The openings of three campus-dining venues are still
expected to be late, with WOW
Café and Wingery likely opening
next semester.
The construction of WOW is
almost completed, but it might
not open until after winter break;

Potomac House’s Carvings has
also suffered construction and
permit delays, but is scheduled
to open in late November, said
Nancy Haaga, director of Campus
Support Services. TONIC, a restaurant and bar being built at 21st
and G streets, was initially slated
to open in January 2007, but will
probably open in late February
after facing permitting delays and
summer weather problems.
To be located in the
Hippodrome on the fifth floor
of the Marvin Center, WOW
will serve wings, quesadillas
and burgers, along with beer
and wine. Administrators said
in late August that its opening

was delayed due to a decision to
expand the restaurant and obtaining permits. It was slated to open
at the beginning of the school
year, but was initially delayed
until mid-October.
Haaga said last week that
University and Sodexho officials are still considering postponing WOW’s opening until
next semester. Sodexho has been
GW’s food-service provider since
Aramark left last spring.
“There are discussions
currently going on between
University administration and
Sodexho to determine the best
time frame to open the venue, noting semester schedule and pend-

ing winter break in December,”
Haaga wrote in a statement.
Executive Vice President and
Treasurer Louis Katz said opening WOW this late in the semester might not be worth it, given
upcoming student travel for
Thanksgiving and winter break.
“A prudent thing is to be
sure they open and open correctly for the second semester.
For students, if we’re not ready
at the beginning of the semester,
we’re not ready at the beginning
of the semester,” Katz said. “It’s
too late in the semester to make it
meaningful.”
See DELAYS, p. 10

Professorial blogging

Professors use online
forum to expand
scholarly discussion
by Eric Roper
Senior Staff Writer

Assistant professor Henry Farrell talks
about politics to more than 9,000 people every
day. But he’s not running for office or teaching
a class – he’s a political blogger at GW.
Farrell, who teachers political science and
international affairs, is one of several professors who regularly contribute to online Web
logs – known as blogs – that reach worldwide
audiences. Many professors like Farrell are
now taking advantage of blogging technology
because it gives them an opportunity to voice
their opinions about a variety of current issues
to vast online audiences.
Blogs written by professors that focus on

academic disciplines such as law, political
science and higher education are often called
“academic blogs.”
“There were a lot of things I was interested in and wanted to write about that I
couldn’t write about in an academic journal,”
said Farrell, who co-founded the academic
blog Crooked Timbers in 2003. “It’s a different
kind of writing and it reaches a different kind
of audience.”
Crooked Timbers, which has 15 contributors, highlights recent political issues and
nearly 10,000 people read it every day, he
said.
“There isn’t any hard-and-fast separation
between academic blogging and blogging as a
whole,” Farrell said. “I would think that many
(professors) are more likely to blog about academic subjects, but not all of them.”
Orin Kerr, an associate professor of law,
writes for a law blog called The Volokh
Conspiracy, which was rated the 100th mostread blog by Technorati magazine in 2006.
“Blogging broadens the audience for aca-
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demic ideas,” Kerr wrote in an e-mail. “If I
write a scholarly article tucked away in a law
journal, maybe 200 people might read it over
the course of a year. But if I take the same idea
and write it up as a blog post ... around 10,000
people will see it in a single day.”
Daniel Solove, creator of the law blog
Concurring Opinions, said that blogs are more
convenient, but are not a substitute for scholarly journals.
“I don’t think it replaces a journal article
because it’s a different audience,” Solove said.
“It’s designed to be consumed somewhat
like a newspaper article in a way, whereas a
journal article or a book can make a lasting
impression and really develop an article more
robustly.”
Margaret Soltan, an English and human
sciences associate professor, created a blog in
2003 called University Diaries that critiques
the American university culture.
“I was struck by things at universities that
See BLOGS, p. 3
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MONDAY
Protecting Consumers in the Next
Tech-ade
Come listen to Federal Trade
Commission hearings that explore
how the globalization of commerce
impacts consumer protection.
9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Lisner Auditorium
Sponsored by the Federal Trade
Commission

The Rhodes Scholarship: An
Insider’s Perspective
If you’re interested in applying for
the Rhodes Scholarship, come
listen to Sen. Larry Pressler speak
about his experiences as a Rhodes
Scholar.
5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
714 21st Street
Sponsored by the Office of
Undergraduate Fellowship and
Research

TUESDAY
Seventh Annual Kiev Lecture: The
Fascinationn with Islam in Modern
Jewish Scholarship
Eli Black Professor of Jewish
Studies at Dartmouth College,
Dr. Susannah Heschel, will speak
about this topic and its implications
for Jewish-Muslim relations today.
4:30 to 6 p.m.
Marvin Center 301
Sponsored by the Judaic Studies
Program

Election Night Party

GWBRIEFS
Students complete MV to MV
bike tour
On Saturday, a group
of seven GW students rode
with faculty and staff from
the Mount Vernon campus to Mount Vernon, Va.,
on the Mount Vernon to
Mount Vernon Bike Tour.
The event, sponsored
by Mount Vernon Campus
Life, was the first in what
organizers said they hope
to be a tradition of combining health and wellness
with D.C. culture and history.
George Washington’s
Mount Vernon Estate and
Gardens are a popular
tourist attraction, showcasing how the first president
lived.
The bikers departed from the University’s
Mount Vernon campus at
10 a.m., making stops at
LBJ Memorial Grove, Belle
Haven and Riverside Park
before arriving at Mount
Vernon, Va. The entire trip
lasted four hours and covered 24 miles.
According to Robert
Snyder, director of Mount
Vernon Campus Life, a
group of faculty and staff
members suggested that
the school take advantage
of nearby bike trails.
“The purpose of the tour
is to connect the George
Washington University to
its namesake through an
activity that will promote
appreciation of wellness,
the outdoors and history,”
Snyder said.
The activity was organized by Mount Vernon
Campus Life in coordination with the Office of
Academic Affairs at the
Mount Vernon Campus,

Come watch election returns come
in and enjoy free food and door
prizes with the College Democrats
or College Republicans.
8 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Marvin Center Continental and
Grand Ballrooms
Sponsored by the College
Democrats, the College
FMH_GMAC_11.5x10
10/24/06
Republicans and Program
Board 12:29 PM

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

HIGH 59 | LOW 46

HIGH 59 | LOW 52

HIGH 64 | LOW 49

HIGH 68 | LOW 48

FOUR DAY
FORECAST

Lizzie Wozobski – Campus News Editor (ewozobski@gwhatchet.com)
Jessica Calefati – Campus News Editor (jcalefati@gwhatchet.com)
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the
University
Police
Department
and
GW
Recreational Sports.
Students interested in
biking on the trails around
Mount Vernon can checkout a bike from the Lloyd
Gym free of charge year
round.
–Andrew Metcalf

SNAPSHOT hungry men

GW in top 25 for Fulbright
scholars
Eleven GW students
have received Fulbright
Awards for this academic
year, ranking the University
21st in the nation out of
532 American schools that
had students apply.
Students
named
Fulbright
scholars
are
Mehdi Alhassani,
Emily Green, Durriyyah
Johnson, Erin Bullinger,
Lisa DeCerchio, Ekuike T.
Falorca, Katherine Hild,
Jennifer Dinsdale, Nathan
Green, Brian Harding and
Brian Bachor.
Five faculty members
have also been named
Fulbright Scholars. Sean
Cleary, David Drummond
Gow, Geralyn Marie Schulz,
Lars Willnat and Liang Yu
will spend time researching across the globe.
The Fulbright U.S.
Student Program, the idea
of GW Law School alumnus and U.S. Sen. J. William
Fulbright, has enabled students to undertake selfdesigned programs in a
host of disciplines across
the world since its inception in 1946.
The
program
is
sponsored by the U.S.
Department of State’s
Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs, with
financial support coming
from an annual appropriation from Congress to the
Department of State.
–Elizabeth Wozobski

Keep up with breaking news
at www.gwhatchet.com
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Junior John Galmiche, program chair of the Interfraternity Council, serves burgers out to hungry
Greek-letter group members Saturday in University Yard. The event ended Greek Week.

GWid Nos. to take over
by Andrew Klein
Hatchet Reporter

Students, faculty and staff better start memorizing those numbers.
Beginning Nov. 28, the GWid
system will permanently take
effect and personal accounts and
information will no longer be
accessible using a social security
number.
While GW is one of the last
universities in the Consortium of
Universities of the Metropolitan
Washington Area to separate
student information from social
security numbers, developers of
GWid said they think that it is better-designed than other alternate
identification systems.
The project, which had been
under discussion for several years,
assigns randomly generated ID
numbers to students. GWid numbers were assigned last February.
Two databases making the
complete switch to GWid that may

have the most significant effect
on students are the library databases and the GWeb Information
System, which allows students to
add or drop classes, view their
tuition payments and select housing, among other online options.
“I’ve been quietly pleased
with how (GWid) has worked
out,” said Bill Mayer, associate University librarian for
Information Technology, who
worked as lead executive on the
project for the past three years.
“The library system converted
to GWid a few months ago, and
we’ve worked out the kinks.”
Mayer said that so far, students and faculty have not had
any issues with the new system. If
anything, he said, they are pleased
to feel more secure online and not
use social security numbers.
Alexa Kim, spokesperson for
Information Systems and Services,
said users have been informed
of the transition to GWid and a
retrieval page was created in case

anyone forgot his or her number.
She said that by the end of the
month, Social Security numbers
will be purged from all University
databases, except those in the
financial aid office, where they are
needed for government transactions.
“The transition has been going
really well. Everyone is happy to
partner against identify theft,” she
said.
While Kim said that there have
not been any previous incidents of
identity theft at GW, the system is
beneficial to preventing any future
problems. She could not disclose
the cost of the project, but said she
feels it is well worth its value.
Mayer saw staff development
time as one of the major costs of the
project. “I was taken away from
my daily work while focusing
on developing this,” he said. He
added that the system will generate savings for the University since
there is no longer a need to protect
social security numbers. n

The cost of school can really stack up. Do you have all the
money you need to pay for your school-related expenses?
Spring semester is just around the corner, and there are many more
things to pay for – books, lab and activity fees, room and board, a
new laptop. If you have already explored the federal student loan
options available to you but are still in need, consider a GMAC Bank
Education Loan.
With a GMAC Bank Education Loan you can get up to $40,000* to
help fill any gaps in your school financing. You have the option to
make no payments while you’re in school,** and you can have a
check mailed to you in about a week.

Visit us online at www.GMACBankLoans.com
or call 1-800-641-9146 today to apply for your
GMAC Bank Education Loan.

All loans are subject to application and credit approval.
*Undergraduate and graduate borrowers may borrow annually up to the lesser of the cost of attendance or $30,000 ($40,000 for certain schools where the annual cost of attendance has been determined to exceed $30,000). Borrowers in
the Contuning Education loan program may borrow annually up to $30,000.
** Undergraduate students may choose to defer repayment until six months after graduation or ceasing to be enrolled at least half time in school. Interest only and immediate repayment options also available. Graduate loan repayment is
automatically deferred. Continuing Education loan repayment varies with program type.
GMAC Bank reserves the right to change or discontinue this program without notice.
GMAC Bank Education Loans are not guaranteed by the federal government and are not classified as federal loans.
© 2006, GMAC Bank, Member FDIC. All rights reserved. This work contains copyrighted materials owned by The Education Resources Institute, Inc. and The First Marblehead Corporation.
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Prime Movers renews grant
Journalism program sends
students, area journalists, to
teach at D.C. high schools
by Reed Cooley
Hatchet Staff Writer

Alex Ellis/Hatchet photographer

Scott Brennan of Lehman Brothers Firm, the corporate sponsor to GW’s Women
in Business student organization, spoke Wednesday night in the Marvin Center.
The group has more than 200 members and is part of a national organization with
nearly 15,000 female members.

Women’s business
group launches
by Jennifer Easton
Hatchet Reporter

A new student organization on campus
hopes to demonstrate that the Princeton
Review’s recent ranking of the School of
Business as one of the top 10 schools in the
country for women was well-earned.
With similar groups at Harvard University and University of Pennsylvania, schools
with prestigious business programs, GW’s
Women in Business student organization
aims to help undergraduate women succeed in the modern workforce.
“This seems to be a very special place
for women,” said Susan Phillips, dean of
the School of Business.
The organization’s launch event last
week in the Marvin Center’s Continental Ballroom showcased two speakers including Phillips and Scott Brennan of the
organization’s corporate sponsor, Lehman
Brothers Firm.
Co-founders of GWWIB and senior ﬁnance majors, Julie Beggans and Katie Considine, said a speaker they heard over the
summer while interning together at Lehman Brothers inspired them to form the new
group at GW.
The speaker, Janet Hanson, is founder
of 85 Broads, a global networking organization that now boasts over 15,000 female
members since its creation in 1999.
“Katie and I looked at each other and
had the same idea,” Beggans said.
The co-founders secured corporate
sponsorship from Lehman Brothers as well
as Bear Stearns, and established an executive committee of female undergraduates

from the business school. The group has
more than 200 members.
“It’s for anyone wanting to be a part
of the professional world, anyone who can
beneﬁt from hearing guest speakers and
getting resume and interview help,” said
Katie Musolino, communications ofﬁcer for
the new group.
One important aspect of the student
organization will be its network of business
contacts.
“In order for GW to remain competitive, a network needs to take shape,” said
Considine, adding that her organization has
begun to establish that network.
The group also plans to host philanthropic events and workshops focused on
skills like resume development and public
speaking. The group is already involved
with philanthropic organizations Operation
Smile and Avon for Breast Cancer.
Wednesday’s launch event emphasized
these goals, but also described the presence
of women in the changing demographics
of today’s business world. A video presentation shown at the launch event said that
women currently control 38 percent of business in the U.S.
Brennan, a GW alumnus, emphasized
how the professional realm has evolved
away from the “old boys” network, and
now also represents a culture of women and
minorities.
“It’s great for me, to come here and give
back. I have a lot to give back,” Brennan
said.
The ﬁrst GWWIB body meeting will be
held Thursday at 7 p.m. in Marvin Center
403. n

A program that brings students
and professional journalists into local high schools to teach journalism
has renewed a grant to continue its
philanthropic mission.
The GW-sponsored Prime Movers journalism outreach program has
renewed its Knight Foundation grant
to bring journalists from major news
media outlets in the Washington area
to local high schools. The $200,000
grant will help the organization compensate area journalists for their time
while covering equipment and administrative costs.
Prime Movers brings journalists
to schools from organizations like
USA Today, National Public Radio
and The Congressional Quarterly for
four to ﬁve weeks during the school
year. Together with GW interns, participants meet with and mentor students in journalism classes and clubs,
and work to begin or strengthen student media.
The John S. and James L. Knight
Foundation is a non-proﬁt dedicated
to “improving journalism worldwide,” according to its Web site.
Funds from the foundation has covered the major expenses of the program since its inception in 2004 and
provided Prime Movers with over
$500,000 to date.
GW’s School of Media and Public Affairs acts as a facilitator for the

BLOGS
from p. 1
seemed to be operating wrong,”
said Soltan, who receives about 700
visitors a day to her blog. “And I
wanted to think of ways that I could
contribute to make American universities better.”
Since creating her blog, Soltan
said she has received increased
attention from media outlets such as
The Washington Post, the Chronicle
of Higher Education and Inside
Higher Ed. Soltan was recently
quoted on the front page of The
Post in an article about sexuality in
U.S. Senate candidate Jim Webb’s
novels.
“These things would simply not
have happened without the blog,”
said Soltan, referring to her appear-

program by providing interns to help
staff the initiative and organizational
structure.
“News media are willing to be
involved in these programs but they
don’t have the infrastructure to make
this happen,” said Dorothy Gilliam,
founder of the program and former
Washington Post columnist.
Gilliam came to GW in 2003
with the purpose of establishing an
outreach program that would bring
experienced journalists to mentor
high school students, particularly
in racially diverse or disadvantaged
schools.
The idea was to revitalize student
media in high schools with minority
students, who Gilliam said are more
likely to enter the news business if
they are exposed to it in high school.
Inspiration for the program came
to Gilliam from a similar initiative at
the Post called Young Journalists Development Program. With the help
of SMPA associate professor Albert
May, she developed the program into
an organized regular initiative in fall
2004.
Every year, GW has sent several
interns to the schools. They receive
an initial training course on mentoring from Prime Movers and are, in
turn, mentored by the journalists.
The interns tend to be journalism
students.
Over this three-year period, there
have been 22 GW interns, with six
this semester. The students are unpaid, but earn credit hours for their
participation.
“Prime Movers has proven to be
a great way for our SMPA students to
connect with the local community,”

SMPA Director Lee Huebner said.
“They get to work with top journalists from the D.C. area, even as they
mentor high school students in the
D.C. area. The program provides an
extraordinary learning opportunity
for everyone involved.”
Sophomore Molly Wade is an intern this semester and said the experience has been rewarding for her.
“I love seeing how proud these
students get when they get to a third
or fourth draft and realize that they
wrote something really great,” she
wrote in an e-mail last week. “So
many of them have such difﬁcult situations at home, it is very fulﬁlling
to see them get excited about creating quality pieces.”
“I would tell other students interested that while this may not be the
most gritty inside look at the industry, it is certainly the most fulﬁlling
and eye-opening internship they will
probably ever have,” she said.
Gilliam said she has been increasingly pleased with the successes of
her program. She is especially encouraged by progress at Ballou Senior High School in Anacostia, Md.
Ballou has traditionally had high
drop-out rates and is located in a notoriously dangerous part of the city.
Gilliam said that it is encouraging
to see students go on from there to
college and study journalism, which
Prime Movers has helped some to
do.
The Knight Foundation has asked
Gilliam to look into expanding her
program to Philadelphia. She is in
contact with three schools there and
will soon present a proposal to the
Foundation for the expansion. n

ances in the media. “And I think
starting a blog was one of the best
decisions I’ve ever made.”
Assistant Director of Media
Relations Matt Lindsay, who is often
called by news organizations looking to speak with GW professors,
said that blogs sometimes help him
isolate professors who are comfortable voicing their opinions with
large audiences.
“Faculty members who think
they have an opinion that’s worthy
and valid that they want to share
with the outside world ... are more
likely to have a blog,” Lindsay said.
Scott Jaschik, editor of the online
magazine Inside Higher Ed, said
that academic bloggers often receive
a lot of attention because they naturally prompt discussion.
“In higher education and politics
and law, part of what you’re trying to do is attract attention, shape

debate and make a name for yourself,” Jaschik said. “These are fields
where debate is part of the action,
so (blogs) allow people who might
not otherwise be having a national
audience to have one.”
Several professors said that students read their blogs, and this promotes insightful discussion outside
of class.
“I’ve gotten to know my students much better just by seeing
their comments on my blog,” Soltan
said.
Farrell said that although students read his blog, he is careful not
to bring his political opinions into
the classroom.
“I would prefer that (my political opinions) not enter into the classroom,” Farrell said. “So that students
who feel uncomfortable with these
opinions don’t view them as part of
the classroom experience.” n

S e n i o rs !
Get your
portrait taken
Questions?
or be remembered
email
like this!
yearbook@gwu.edu
or call
(202) 994-8733
Monday - Friday: 10 AM - 6PM
October 30th to November 10th
Lobby of Ivory Tower

$15 Sitting Fee payable by check or cash
Business Casual Dress, Cap & Gown Provided
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“If a real Kazakh guy saw Sacha Baron Cohen on the street,
he would punch him in a very bad way.”
–Freshman and Kazakhstan native Aisha Bozzhigitova,
after seeing the movie “Borat” this weekend

Gabriel Okolski – Opinions Editor (gokolski@gwhatchet.com)
Kyle Spector – Senior Opinions Editor (kspector@gwhatchet.com)
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Neighbors should support dorm
The Foggy Bottom/West End ANC
has been complaining about GW housing for years, pushing for more students to be housed on campus. Yet
now that GW has a joint proposal with
the School Without Walls to develop
an on-campus dorm on F Street, the
University’s neighbors are against it.
What is GW supposed to do, house
students underground? Bulldoze
University Yard and build a dorm in its
place? The ANC can’t have its cake and
eat it too. If they want the University to
house more students on campus, they
shouldn’t complain when administrators try to do just that.
–Andrew Wiseman
alumnus
No end to counseling
misconceptions
I’m wondering what kind of questions Clayton M. McCleskey asked
before writing his piece “End mis-

conceptions about suicide prevention”
(Nov. 2, p. 4). I understand that the
author lost a close personal friend to
suicide and that students should feel
comfortable going to the University
Counseling Center; however, the column ignored the fact that a student
named Jordan Nott did in fact get
kicked off campus after seeking counseling for depression in 2004.
According to the author, there are
painful “misconceptions” about how
students can be removed from campus when they discuss depression and
suicidal thoughts. Why didn’t he clear
up these misconceptions by discussing
repercussions or explaining the process
a suicidal student must go through
to remain a GW student and stay in
University housing?
It is indeed a challenge to explain
the flaming hoops that depressed students must jump through just to remain
at this school. If the author wanted to
compare the “lessons learned” from his

personal losses and Nott’s experience,
he should have at least considered
what caused Nott to get kicked out of
school in 2004.
–Rachel Malis
senior
Lawsuit was the wrong option
The attorneys at the Bazelon
Center for Mental Health Law were
wrong to pick up the case of Jordan
Nott, who was barred from campus
after disclosing suicidal thoughts.
Nott sued the University, which settled with him last week. In a dormitory environment, it is a disruption
to the education and mental health
of other residents, especially the
individual’s roommates, who have
to worry about their friend and peer
potentially committing suicide.
An acquaintance of mine tried
to commit suicide one fall and was
able to come back to school spring
semester. We welcomed her into our

quad because the University did not
want her to live alone. She originally was open to her therapy and
depression treatment; however, she
soon relapsed, stopped attending
therapy sessions, stopped taking
her medication regularly and began
lashing out at us.
The whole situation involved
constant feelings of stress and worry.
The policy that brought about the
Nott suit did the right thing to
resolve this issue. It forces students
with immediate dangerous mental
health problems to go where they
belong – at home with their parents, who are most likely paying for
treatment, therapy and medication.
Parents can monitor their child’s
behavior and participate directly in
treatment in ways that roommates
in an unstable college environment
cannot.
–Erin Lamb
alumna
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force report highlights the posiThe faculty and the GW commutive argument that change itself is nity are much excited by the prosinvigorating, even if the end posi- pect of the arrival in July of next
tion is no better than the initial one. year of a new president with new
“Change for change’s sake” is one ideas. It would thus seem appropriargument. Discussions that contain ate to shelve the current proposal
this idiom, however, typically em- until the incoming president has an
phasize the point that such changes opportunity to review educational
are ill-conceived, not that they are policies at GW more broadly and
wise.
analytically, and propose producThe task force report does inject tive changes.
an almost mythical element into the
One is reminded instead of the
argument, expressing the belief, or New Testament parable of the “sevperhaps the hope, that the act of en loaves and a few small ﬁshes” that
re-cutting the pie
fed 4,000 men, bemay be “the start
sides women and
of a cultural shift The administration is not
children
(Mattoward a more
thew
15:32-39).
academically fo- seriously committed to
Apparently inexcused GW” (Explicable
events
ecutive Summary, educational excellence.
do happen. Still,
paragraph 5). The
one cannot help
industrial
psyfeeling that the
chology literature does contain am- absolute, positive transformation
ple evidence that worker productiv- of the academic pie, simply because
ity responds positively to essentially it was cut differently and had some
irrelevant changes – “the light bulb ﬁlling removed, is a low-probability
effect” – but only for brief periods outcome for a modest curriculum
of time. In fact, a policy of chang- change at a secular University.
ing light bulbs continuously is not a
–The writer is a GW professor of
clever productivity stratagem.
economics.
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f one were going to buy a from the pie as the number of cuts
whole pie, it would prob- is changed.
ably not matter much how
This ﬁnancial interest is troumany slices the pie is cut bling, and this concern is cominto. It is not surprising then that pounded by the report’s silence on
the report of the GW task force on exactly how much “academic ﬁlla four-course, four-credit under- ing” the administration intends to
graduate curricular strucremove from the pie. I and
ture cites no studies that
the Ad Hoc Committee of
suggest the four-by-four
Donald O. Concerned Faculty have
pie is either superior or
argued at length, in The
Parsons
inferior to the current ﬁveHatchet and elsewhere,
by-three arrangement. The
that the administration is
simple truth is that cutting
not seriously committed
a semester’s work into ﬁve
to educational excellence.
slices or four or six will not turn GW One example of this is the rapid
into Harvard.
expansion of undergraduate enrollIf common sense suggests that ments in the last decade. The adthe number of slices of the pie cannot ministration generated large sums
be a major academic event, it is natu- of money for a variety of projects
ral to ask what the current debate is by collecting net tuition payments
really about. The task force report is much in excess of the resources it
refreshingly candid on one adminis- devoted to teaching the additional
tration interest in the proposal: “The students, a form of negative endowconsistent message from President ment income.
[Stephen Joel] Trachtenberg regardHaving no scholarly basis for
ing the ﬁnancial savings associated preferring the four-by-four plan to
with offering a 4X4 curriculum” the current ﬁve-by-three, other than
(Executive Summary, paragraph 2). the president’s interest in freeing
In short, the administration would some educational resources to fund
like to remove some of the ﬁlling more interesting projects, the task
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Finally, GW is No. 1.
CNN’s ranking of GW tuition as the
most expensive in the nation highlights
myriad issues inherently associated with
such exorbitant costs. Even if GW is not
No. 1 in this regard, as administrators
maintain, this University’s tuition is still
among the highest in the country, promulgating the already-negative image of GW
as an expensive, elitist institution. Ultimately, to provide the diverse educational
experience admissions officers currently
peddle to prospective students, University leadership must evaluate the impact
of such a high tuition – both on logistics
and perceptions – and study possible alternatives.
University
administrators
maintain
that
the
CNN ranking is
skewed because
Media framing of
it neglects to acfor GW’s
GW as a high-price, count
fixed-tuition
plan.
Theoretielitist institution is cally, GW’s fixedtuition rates are
now a reality.
meant to average
out against the
total
four-year
cost at comparable universities.
A review of the numbers from several institutions similar to GW, however,
shows that this analysis may not be entirely accurate. For each of the other schools
reviewed, the total fixed tuition that GW
students paid over the past three years
still outpaces the total tuition students at
other schools paid during the same time
period. The chart below presents and discusses the numbers in greater detail.
Regardless of the validity of administrators’ claims about the benefits of fixedtuition, the CNN study still promulgates
a negative perception of GW due to its
tuition. Media framing of GW as a highpriced, elitist institution is now a reality;
a recent New York Times article accounted
the extravagant spending and activities at
last month’s Colonials Weekend in a story
about elaborate parents’ weekends.
This perception of GW probably overshadows, in some cases, other mitigating
economic factors at the University. For example, the University awards a substantial amount of scholarship money, offsetting the high price. Potential applicants,
however, may be turned off from applying
at all if they are confronted with statistics
that only point to the expensive nature of
the school. In addition, stellar students
from lower-class backgrounds might perceive GW’s elitist image to be prohibitive
culturally as well as financially.
Aside from the perception of GW’s
costs, there are realities that accompany
high tuition fees. There are limitations of
the ability of scholarship money to attract
a wide variety of students from a number
of different cultural and economic backgrounds. The reality of high tuition is that
it can, and will, attract an increasing number of wealthier students, decreasing both
educational access and the educational
experience at GW.
University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg, who has frequently mentioned his desire that GW produce global
citizens, will be remembered in part for
leaving this University with one of the
highest tuitions in the country. His often-stated goal indeed conflicts with his
legacy of a high tuition, as students from
varied backgrounds find it more and more
difficult to enter the GW educational environment.
Perhaps one of the most unsettling
aspects of GW’s high costs is the administration’s refusal to consider lowering
them. Instead, the stated primary goal is
an annual decrease in the percentage rise
in tuition. While any lowering of costs
will benefit students, the campus community deserves an honest investigation
of possible benefits of a tuition cut versus
the impact to programs and services.
While students benefit from the plethora of services and opportunities associated with exorbitant tuition, the CNN
report showcases the perception of GW
as an exclusive and expensive institution.
Just as many potential students cannot afford to attend GW, the University cannot
afford to lose these potential students. An
investigation into a possible tuition reduction may help combat such a perception without immediately hampering the
University’s continued improvement.
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When GW administrators instituted a fixed-tuition plan in
2004, part of their reasoning included the assurance that as
other schools perennially increase tuition, GW’s higher initial
costs would average out in comparison to those schools. By
comparing the tuition prices at some of GW’s “market basket”
schools, it’s not clear that this added benefit of fixed-tuition is
panning out. New York University, a city school with a similar
tuition-dependent financial situation to GW, would have to
increase its own tuition for the 2007-2008 academic year by
more than $7,800 just to break even with GW’s four-year fixed
-tuition costs – an unprecedented 23 percent increase.
The graph to the left compares, over the past three years,
what a GW student entering in 2004 with the start of the fixedtuition plan would pay in tuition costs alone versus students who
entered college the same year at NYU, Washington University in
St. Louis, Boston University and Tulane University.
–Kyle Spector

sources: GW Ofﬁce of Institutional Research, Tulane University Registrar’s ofﬁce, BU Registrar’s Ofﬁce, Washington Square News, NYU Ofﬁce of Public Affairs, WUSTL University Commuincations
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Make midterms
manageable with a
fall break

M

idterms are as and dorm supplies that come
much a fact of along with this event, it is difGW life as are ficult to enjoy with so much
Ramen
noo- going on. This weekend can
dles and impromptu political become a nightmare when
debates in the hallway during you feel your precious study
ungodly hours of the night. hours slipping away as you
Even though we know that have three exams the followmidterms are a necessity, it ing week.
doesn’t make us any less willSome universities have
ing to complain about them. come up with a solution to
If you look at the timing of this dilemma in the form of
the midterm season, however, a fall break. Students can eiour grumbling might actually ther stay on campus, free from
have a valid basis.
other obligations while they
As a freshman, I am just study, or they can go home for
about finished with
a couple of days to
my first-ever round
get away from all of
of college midterms.
the distractions. It’s
Diana
These
past
few
understandable that
weeks, I have obGW probably does
Kugel
served my friends
not want to give up
COLUMNIST
and classmates as
instruction days, but
they struggled with
I think such a break
all-nighters and multiple ex- would make a world of differams in one day. While mid- ence. I also probably would
terms are always going to be not be alone in saying that I
fueling the coffee market, they would gladly start school a
do not have to be as stressful week earlier in exchange for
as they currently are at GW. this much-needed break. As
The University should insti- it is, GW began its fall semestute a fall break, or some kind ter later than many other colof officially designated mid- leges.
term period to alleviate this
If this strenuous interlude
tension and stress during this only lasted a week or two, it
demanding period.
would be fair enough to tell
Midterms are just as diffi- students to just suck it up, and
cult as final exams, if not more go with it. However, midterms
so. At least when you take the seem to start the third week
final, you already know the of school and they still aren’t
professor ’s testing style and over for some people. This
how to study for each particu- means that students could polar class. That brings about the tentially be facing a midterm
question of why we aren’t pro- or two each week for a whole
vided with the same prepara- month.
tion period for midterms that
The fact that the tests
we receive for final exams.
aren’t all at the same time may
After classes end and be because professors do not
before finals, students are know what is going on in any
granted several reading days their students’ other classes.
during which people can They therefore wouldn’t think
study in peace without extra twice about assigning a paper
readings and papers loom- or project the same day as a
ing over them. However, with midterm is happening in anmidterms, quite the opposite other class. If the University
occurs. Instead of having even could designate a one- or twoa day or two of uninterrupted week period, then students
study time, students are bur- would know exactly how long
dened with the usual unceas- crunch time would last, and
ing onslaught of readings, pa- that would make a world of
pers and projects from other difference.
classes. Add up sports pracI understand that we are
tices, club meetings, rehears- all now adults – or are at least
als, work, a feeble attempt at a pretending to be adults – and
social life and countless other that we are responsible for
commitments, and it’s enough our own time management
to make anyone just want to and studies. But if a few small
go to bed and stay under the policy changes could lead to
covers until the whole mid- a happier, more productive
term mess blows over.
student body that earns better
While we are left to our grades and ultimately learns
own devices to find time to more, it is at least worth the
sit down and study, we are consideration.
Until
then
provided with yet another though, I guess all we can
huge distraction at the height do is fill up the coffee cups,
of midterms session: Colo- crowd into the study lounges
nials Weekend. As much as and hit those books.
I’m sure everyone loves and
–The writer, a freshman
misses their families and welmajoring in criminal justice,
comes the influx of groceries
is a Hatchet columnist.
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Healthy Volunteers Needed for Child
& Adolescent Mental Health Research
You may be eligible if you are:
• Between the ages of 10-17
• Medically healthy
• Free of current or past history of psychiatric illness
• Free of a history of head trauma with loss of consciousness
• Not currently taking any medication
Researchers at the NIMH are seeking healthy child and
adolescent volunteers to participate in studies on mood and
anxiety disorders. Participation in these studies may include a
physical exam, lab work, brain imaging, and/or psychological
interviews. The studies are conducted at the NIH Clinical
Center in Bethesda, Maryland.
Compensation is provided.

Please call:

301-594-8705

Gauging GW’s reactions to today’s issues
by Joseph Parsons | photos by Crystal Bae, Hatchet photographer

Last week, former GW student Jordan Nott settled with the University.
Nott was suspended and barred
from campus two years ago under
the school’s endangering behavior
policy after he went to the University Counseling Center to seek
help for depression and suicidal
thoughts. The Pulse asked students
whether the University was justiﬁed
in suspending and barring Jordan
Nott from campus.

“If the University
deemed he was a
danger to others,
then their decision
is correct and they
have the right to
kick him out. I trust
that the administration would not
have done such an unreasonable thing as
kick someone out without evidence.”
–Hector Gutierrez, freshman
Psychology

“It was probably a
pretty extreme thing
to do. If (administrators) had reason
to believe that it was
that severe of case,
and he was in a position to hurt other
students, then that’s
the right thing, but I
don’t think that they knew that for certain.”
–Chris Bryan, sophomore
Undecided

“I think it’s ridiculous. Students who have depression need help
and should be given it, not pushed away. College is an extremely
stressful time, and some people need help dealing with it. I just
can’t believe our school would do something like that.”
–Rebecca Adelson, freshman
Undecided
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(TTY: 1-866-411-1010)

http://patientinfo.nimh.nih.gov

or for other studies: www.clinicaltrials.gov

National Institute of Mental Health

National Institutes of Health, Department of Health & Human Services

MARVIN CENTER TICKETMASTER HOURS
OF OPERATION ARE AS FOLLOWS:
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DON’T WANT TO SIT IN THE
STUDENT SECTION?
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Two grad programs under review

Commissions to examine
graduate engineering,
education schools
by Elise Kigner
Senior Staff Writer
Commissions will examine
the state and future development of two graduate programs
after they failed to make enough
revenue to cover their costs, a
University official said.
The commissions will examine the School of Engineering and
Applied Science and the Graduate
School of Education and Human
Development. They will begin
meeting this month and are composed of faculty from within the
schools, alumni, people outside
the University and a student representative on each committee.
Executive Vice President of
Academic Affairs Donald Lehman
asked the commissions to develop
recommendations by April on how

to improve their schools’ academic
programs and their financial standings over the next 15 years.
The gap between expenses
and revenues in a school occurs
when tuition revenue is insufficient to cover the costs of the
school’s specific programs and the
University’s infrastructures like
Gelman and financial services.
The commission for the SEAS
is chaired by Lehman and vicechaired by Timothy Tong, the
dean of the SEAS.
Tong refused comment on the
commission.
Can Korman, a commission
member and the chair of the electrical and computer engineering
department, said he would like to
see strengthened undergraduate
programs and new engineering
facilities.
A new science and engineering facility is included in the proposed 20-year Campus Plan.
“There is potential, but it
requires much more involvement
by the University,” he said. “I

think GW can greatly benefit by a
strong engineering identity.”
The SEAS charge asks commission members to make recommendations concerning the adoption of the four-by-four model,
the future of engineering education and the school’s recruitment
process, all in light of the school’s
financial standing.
The charge says an “inordinate amount” of financial aid
must be given out each year to
recruit engineering students and
asks the commission to address
whether this is appropriate.
Carol Sigelman, the associate vice president for graduate
studies and academic affairs, said
graduate schools usually generate
less tuition revenue because of
the smaller classes and the high
number of students who receive
fellowship or teaching awards.
The charge to the GSEHD
says the school’s financial standing makes it necessary to “determine whether the resources being
devoted to the school represent

an investment in the future.”
Sigelman
and
Elliot
Hirshman, the chief research officer, are co-chairing the GSEHD
commission.
The charge asks the commission to address the school’s
programs, student markets and
whether some of the school’s programs would be better located
outside of D.C. It poses the question of the significance of the
school being located off the main
campus.
“We’re looking at this as an
opportunity to step back and look
at the school,” said Mary Futrell,
dean of the GSEHD.
Futrell said her school has
undergone six reviews in the last
five years, including reviews by
national organizations, individual program reviews and a doctoral review performed within
the University two years ago.
The charges to both commissions explain the University’s academic vision and mission in terms
of “selectivity” and “focus.” n
Ben Solomon/photo editor

D.C. ﬁreﬁghters leave The Empire apartment building in May
of last year after responding to a basement ﬁre. The Empire
has endured two ﬁres in the past six months.

Empire fires
raise concerns
by Alexa Millinger
Hatchet Staff Writer

Empire apartment residents
say they are concerned about two
ﬁres that have occurred in the past
six months, but building management said the building is in compliance with ﬁre codes.
The ﬁrst ﬁre on May 1 ﬁlled
the building with smoke because
of ﬂooding near basement electrical panels. The Hatchet previously reported that alarms did not
sound, causing evacuation problems. The second ﬁre on Oct. 29
was the result of a resident burning an item on the kitchen stove.
Residents at The Empire said
they are troubled with the building’s safety and even started a
blog to discuss their concerns.
The online forum discusses safety
issues from the ﬁrst ﬁre in May.
Empire resident Julia Moss,
a junior, said that although both
ﬁres were unrelated, last month’s
incident made her more apprehensive of the apartment’s safety.
“Compared to records of other
buildings, there is usually not another ﬁre within so short a time,”
Moss said in a telephone interview Saturday. “Really, it was just
human fallibility that caused the
second one. The ﬁrst was completely (Empire’s) fault.”
She said she woke up during
the October ﬁre evacuation not
from the alarm, but from someone banging on her door.
Empire resident Greg Tardif,
a student at the Corcoran College
of Art and Design on 17th Street,
said a friend slept through the
ﬁrst ﬁre because the ﬁre alarms
did not sound. He said he thinks
the building’s age is related to its

recent problems.
“I’m more worried about the
older people,” said Tardif, who
said he is not particularly concerned with his own safety.
Dennis Barmore, property
manager of The Empire for the
Cafritz Company, said the building meets all ﬁre codes. He said it
is important to note that the two
ﬁres were completely unrelated,
with the ﬁrst being a ﬂooding issue and the second a result from a
resident’s actions.
He added that D.C. government would not allow the building to be occupied if it were unsafe.
“When the building was
closed, the city would not open it
until all standards and codes were
met,” he said.
D.C. Deputy Fire Chief Richard Fleming said that although
he could not discuss a building’s
compliance, ﬁre codes were not
a contributing factor in either of
The Empire’s two recent ﬁres. He
said the problems leading to the
May ﬁre have been resolved.
Residential apartment buildings such as The Empire are inspected on a regular basis to be
in accordance with the D.C. Fire
Code, Fleming said. The inspections are limited to common areas – not extending to individual
apartments – and look for factors
such as proper exit signs and ﬁre
extinguishers.
“With over 10,000 buildings
to inspect, intervals between inspections can be lengthy,” he said.
“The relative closeness of the two
ﬁres could indicate a problem that
requires corrective action.”n
–Kaitlyn Jahrling contributed to
this report.

MPD, DDOT
keep eye on city
by Samantha Honig
Hatchet Reporter

Closed-circuit
cameras
installed by Metropolitan Police
this summer in response to a crime
wave will remain in use despite a
planned late October removal.
The D.C. Council approved
funds for the surveillance in
emergency legislation passed this
summer to fight back a sudden
increase in crime. According to a
press release from Mayor Anthony
Williams, there was a 21 percent
increase in assaults with a deadly
weapon in the month of July, with
15 homicides occurring in D.C.
that month.
In a presentation before the
D.C. Council, MPD Chief Charles
Ramsey said the cameras have
continued to fight crime. There
has been a 64 percent reduction
in overall crime in their specific
locations. He added that Advisory
Neighborhood Commissions have
requested that the cameras remain
because they make residents feel
safer, which encourages people to
be active outside their homes.
Police added the 48 cameras to
19 closed-circuit cameras already
installed in downtown D.C. The
19 cameras are only turned on
during special events, while the
48 additions are on 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
The camera’s locations were
determined based on how often
there were robberies, MPD
Communications Director Kevin
Morison said.
“If criminals know there is a
camera there, they won’t be as likely to deal drugs, steal autos, whatever,” Morison said. “And then if
crimes do occur we have a record
that we can go back and look at that

will hopefully help solve it.”
Two types of traffic cameras
accompany the MPD cameras
throughout the District. There are
cameras mounted on stop lights
to help traffic safety and live-feed
traffic cameras.
“Citywide, there has been
a pretty dramatic reduction in
the number of traffic fatalities,”
Morison said of the surveillance
system. He added that when the
traffic-light cameras were installed
in 2001, there were 38 speed-related traffic fatalities, whereas last
year there were 18.
There are a few live-feed cameras near Foggy Bottom installed
by the District Department of
Transportation. What makes the
traffic cameras different is the fact
that anyone can access the live
footage on the DDOT Web site.
First-year medical student
Aram Jawed said the DDOT cameras shouldn’t be viewable online,
despite a protection against viewers seeing license plate numbers.
“I don’t think it’s necessary ... I
don’t think it should be open to the
public,” he said.
While some may look at the
cameras as an invasion of privacy, Brie Vollmer said she sees
D.C.’s system as an exception.
Vollmer works for the U.S. State
Department and walks by one of
the live cameras at E Street and
Virginia Avenue.
“I feel that … you relinquish all
of your privacy when you live in a
big city like this,” Vollmer said.
Wayne Powell, who passes a
camera on his way to the Metro station every day, said that although
he dislikes the camera’s location
he can’t do anything about it.
“I’m not happy about it, but
it’s not really a big deal.”n
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THIS WEEK
IN HISTORY

Monday, Nov. 6, 1989:

Wednesday, Nov. 8, 1973:

Friday, Nov. 10, 1940:

Kitty Dukakis, wife of presidential candidate
and Mass. governor Michael Dukakis, was
hospitalized for drinking rubbing alcohol.

Kidnappers delivered the right ear of 16year-old John Paul Getty III to a newspaper
with a ransom note asking for $2.9 million.

Walt Disney started serving as an informant
to the Los Angeles FBI, giving information
on Hollywood “subversives.”

Katie Rooney – Features Editor (krooney@gwhatchet.com)
Marissa Levy – Contributing Features Editor (mlevy@gwhatchet.com)

Borat and Kazakhstan: an unsatisfying relationship

GW Kazakhs
disagree with
characterizations
of their country
Courtesy Twentieth Century Fox

Sacha Baron Cohen portrays the character Borat, a Kazakhstani journalist, in his movie “Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for Make Beneﬁt Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan” that opened Friday.

from p.1
at American xenophobia and supposed Kazakh
culture.
His movie, “Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan,” released Friday, chronicles Borat as
he sets out from his “native country” Kazakhstan
and treks across America. Along the way, Borat
proudly introduces his sister – “No. 4 prostitute
in Kazakhstan!” – his anti-Semitic prejudices and
numerous examples of American xenophobia.
GW Kazakh students’ opinions on Borat
fall on all sides: some see offense, many see
the humor, while others are just confused. But
they all can agree on one thing: they don’t see
Kazakhstan.
“As long as people understand Sacha Baron
Cohen’s character is a joke – not a real person
representing Kazakhstan – then I’m okay with
it,” Bozzhigitova said. “But some people don’t
know that Cohen does not honestly represent
Kazakhstan. And he doesn’t.”
And many Kazakhs say that everything
about Borat is an inaccurate depiction of their
country – from his look to his anti-Semitic and

GW EXPAT

misogynistic tone.
Bolashak scholarship awarded by the govern“For that reason, I would be happy if Borat ment of Kazakhstan. Her boyfriend of one year,
didn’t exist. I don’t care that it’s hilarious. I Kairat Nitkaliyev, is a Master of Health Services
don’t care about the money. I’m a patriot of my Administration student studying at GW on the
country. When people offend
same scholarship.
Kazakhstan, I get really
“We petitioned the govpissed,” she said.
ernment to let us study at
“You know, women ride
However, after a pause,
the same university, and we
inside buses, Kazakh guys were lucky,” Tursumbayeva
she smiles. “But I see a little
humor – sexy time!” she said,
And as the Kazakh coudon’t greet strangers with a said.
quoting a Borat line.
ple watched Borat’s movie
Others
agreed
with
they laughed, but
kiss on the lips and certainly, Friday
Bozzhigitova that Borat misthey also didn’t find humor
characterizes their country.
the majority of our country in some of his jokes.
Gulsum Tursumbayeva, a
In one part of the movie,
does not live in shacks.”
computer science and busithe two turned to each other
ness administration major
in disbelief as they watched
from Almaty, Kazakhstan,
members of a California
GULSUM TURSUMBAYEVA
said that the movie gives her
church speak in tongues and
more insight into American
run around the sanctuary
SOPHOMORE
culture and beliefs than her
yelling.
own.
“Why were those people
“Honestly, after watching the movie, I have running and screaming in a house of God?”
more questions about America than Kazakhstan,” Nitkaliyev asked after the movie.
she said.
“And why did the audience laugh when
Only two months into her first semester Borat and his obese assistant chased each other
in America, Tursumbayeva attends GW on a naked through a hotel lobby?”

Nitkaliev grimaced as Borat and his assistant
concluded their naked dash, collapsing on top
of each other on the main stage of a crowded
financial convention. Laughter erupted in the
crowded Georgetown movie theater. But the
two Kazakhs didn’t get it.
“I don’t understand,” Nitkaliev said. “In
Kazakhstan, it would be considered an embarrassing and sick joke.”
No doubt, “Borat: Cultural Learnings of
America for Make Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan” has ample material to rankle
Americans as well.
A car salesman proudly boasts that a
Hummer on display could run down and kill
a Jew going only 30 to 35 miles per hour. Later,
Borat sets the stage for a rodeo cowboy to openly support murdering homosexuals. And that’s
clearly Borat’s point – to bring to light cultural
ignorance – but Kazakhs are the most offended
because Borat has chosen to identify himself
with their country.
“I believe Sacha Baron Cohen plays the
Borat character in order to expose the ignorance of those who do not know the world
beyond their borders,” Roman Vassilenko, a
representative of the Embassy of Kazakhstan,
said last week.
In response to the movie, which had a lot
of publicity prior to its release, Kazakhstan
launched commercials in the U.S. promoting
their country as friendly and open to Americans,
in an effort to dispel Borat’s mischaracterizations.
“I hope that people will realize that whatever he represents, he is not an actual character,” Vassilenko said. “We are concerned that
the irony might be lost on some people. What
we’re doing is trying to tell people about the real
Kazakhstan.”
After the movie Tursumbayeva had several
criticisms of Borat’s character that she wanted
to point out:
“You know,” she said, “women ride inside
buses, Kazakh guys don’t greet strangers with a
kiss on the lips and, certainly the majority of our
country does not live in shacks.”
Others see at least one positive aspect about
that movie – it’s getting people to talk about a
country they may not even know of otherwise.
“It’s good that people are suddenly interested in Kazakhstan,” Nitkaliev said. “But, it’s
annoying to have to answer all of these questions. I wish this all didn’t happen.”
Even after the movie was over Friday, Borat
was still on everyone’s minds. “High five!
Kazakhstan!” yells one moviegoer after he left
the theater.
It appears that in the U.S., the movie’s
release has launched a thousand imitation
Borats. It’s enough to make anyone say Wawa-wee-wa! n

Winter, beauty in Tibet

ley walls.
To warm my hands, I turned
and filled a glass with hot water
from the thermos beside the bed.
Light poured into the room,
illuminating the colors of the traditional
Tibetan paintings that
covered the walls of
the large wood house.
Checkers, circles and
curving shapes of
orange, yellow, reds
I turned onto my
and blues covered the
back prepared to spoil
inside walls and ceilSam
the warm habitat I’d
ings, and the walls of
Sherraden the houses in the valcreated and pushed
aside 30 pounds of
ley below.
GW EXPAT
military blanket. As
Holding my cup
the cold air rushed in,
of steaming water,
I threw on long johns and stum- leaning on the windowsill,
bled to the window. The sun looking from a room of rich
was rising above the mountain cultural heritage that is looking
tops littered with the snow from to the valley of colors above, all
the night before and amidst the things seemed to come togethpines, yellow and red patches er. Any awareness of countries,
of autumn leaves were strewn races and life in large cities
across the steep deep green val- left my consciousness. I was in

down their noses onto their
upper lips and the rosy red
cheeks of a Raggedy Anne doll.
People on the street are cheery,
anxious to speak a few words of
English and converse a little in
Chinese, sometimes even over a
bit of rice wine and yak meat.
Last year, to reduce tourist
traffic inside the park, officials
made it illegal for tourists to
sleep in the park with Tibetan
families. But if you discreetly
ask a Tibetan on the street, and
are inside the house by closing
time, families are still willing to
take the risk of fines to recover
some of their lost income. I ate
breakfast and dinner with the
family, and by the end, we were
laughing and talking together
regularly.
Year round, men wear thick
woolen robes sometimes with
lamb pelts sewn in as a lining. Since I left Harbin in the
far north for Sichuan province
in the south, I thought I was
going to be greeted by warm
weather. But I was wrong.
Thankfully, as the rule of traveling light states – if you need
it, you can buy it there – and
by the end of the trip, I too
was walking around town in
a thick woolen Tibetan robe,
toasty and receiving lots of
waves and “looks good!” from
passersby.
Chinese tourists, who, like
most Chinese, are eager to
compare the U.S. and China,
often asked me, “How does
it compare to Yellowstone?” I
would reply, “Oh, about the
same.”
I would pause for them to
smile and nod, half-contented,
and then say, “But you have
ethnic minorities in China, so
you win.” This of course made
them very happy and I now
have lots of friends.
But flattery of Chinese egos
aside, the scenic landscapes of
China that are complimented
by the 52 ethnic minorities who
live within China’s borders, are
unique in geology and wildlife
and rich in culture.
In modern times, ShangriLa has been denigrated by a
chain of five-star hotels, but
its origin in the scenic beauty
Sam Sherraden/senior staff photographer of the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau
Monks living within the Natural Preserve park of Jiuzhaigou walk along the road that carries tour and the good people who live
buses through the park.
there remain. n
Senior Sam Sherraden, an
international affairs major and
former Hatchet photo editor, spent
the summer studying abroad in
Beijing, China, and is spending
the fall semester further
north in Harbin, China.
Twice a month, he will
share his experiences and
observations from East
Asia as one of GW’s many
expats.

Shangri-La.
In reality, I was staying within the borders of Jiuzhaigou,
known as Natural Preserve in
Sichuan province, with a Tibetan
family who live in one of the
nine ancient Tibetan communities after whom the park is
named. Located in the northern tip of Sichuan between the
Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and the
Sichuan Basin, the remarkable
preserve is actually not far from
Shangri-La, which takes its name
from the mythical Tibetan city
of moral goodness and scenic
beauty called Shambalah.
Living in a house with a
Tibetan family along streams of
crystal clear, aqua-blue rivers
and lakes in a valley of colorful autumn leaves is as close
as I will ever get to being in
Shambalah. My hosts were friendly and beautiful, as we found
most Tibetans to be.
Children running around
on the street have snot running

WEEKLY
UP
ﬂu shots
The leaves are changing colors, the temperature is dropping and it gets dark at 5 p.m. We all know what that means:
winter is on its way, and so is the flu.
But the flu, a respiratory illness caused by the influenza
virus, and its painful symptoms such as fever, headaches,
muscle aches, cough and nausea, can be avoided with a simple flu shot.
A new flu vaccine is approved every year by U.S. Public
Health Service, based on the viral strain that medical professionals determine is most likely to hit that year. Student
Health is offering this year ’s flu vaccine to any student who
wants protection against this season’s bug, said GW’s Student Health Services Outreach Coordinator Susan Haney.
The Student Health flu shot is available through Dec.5,
and it’s the best way for students to protect themselves from
the virus, especially when outbreaks start occurring in January and February, Haney said. The vaccine costs $25, and can
be paid by GWorld, cash, credit and personal check.
“Every year we have 20 to 40 students who come down
with the flu. It can get pretty serious, and very uncomfortable,” Haney said. “It could mean missing one or two weeks
of classes, and preventing you from getting your work done
during the semester.”
The flu spreads through the air and is highly contagious.
The most common way to catch the virus is by breathing
in droplets from coughs and sneezes, or by touching contaminated surfaces, according to the Georgetown University
Hospital Web site. Health professionals recommend washing
hands often to reduce the risk of infection.
Haney said people often don’t realize when they are sick
with the flu because the virus’s symptoms sometimes mimic
cold symptoms. But the flu is not the normal 24-hour bug,
and can take anywhere from seven to 10 days to recover
from.
Flu symptoms are usually harsher, and are accompanied
by high fevers and strong coughs. But the virus, which can be
fatal for those who are very young, old or suffer from other
health problems, “is rarely life threatening for healthy young
adults,” Haney said.
Student Health recommends that members of the GW
community get their flu shots from SHS as soon as possible,
before their stock of vaccines run out.
Haney said students are particularly vulnerable to the
flu thanks to their tight living quarters, and should get vaccinated in the coming weeks. Visit gwired.gwu.edu/shs for
Student Health’s flu clinic dates.
“Students live in such close corners in the dorms,” Haney
said. “They are more prone to transmit (the flu) once they
have it.”
–Nour Hammour and Marissa Levy
“Weekly check up” is a regular feature in the Life section.
If you have a health topic you want to know more about, e-mail
features@gwhatchet.com.

Miss Eve’s musings about sex? Read her blog online at blog.gwhatchet.com between her “Under

the covers” columns.
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... the blasting
heat in dorms?
With the changing of the seasons, so too
comes the change from air conditioning to heating in residence halls. Although the weather
may fluctuate, prompting students to want their
air conditioning back, administrators say the intricate changeover isn’t quite so simple.
GW Facilities Management studies the 10day coming weather predictions in October for
the transition to heating and then plans for a
three- to four-day period in which the switch
will be made, said Nancy Haaga, director of
Campus Support Services, in an e-mail.
“Aside from the month of planning, scheduling and staging that is required to make the
changeover happen, GW has 46 residence buildings that contain or are supported by a host of
varied operating systems and requirements,”
Haaga said.
The office also contacts the Residence Hall
Association, GW Housing Programs and the Office of the Dean of Students about when to make
the switch-over, Haaga said. Residential Property Management receives individual student
concerns and then Facilities Management or
Ambling Management handle individual room
issues.
“With approximately 7,000 on-campus residents affected, meeting everyone’s expectations
relative to heating and cooling is a tough task,”
Haaga said.
Last week in Ivory Tower, the Residential
Advisory Council posted signage, which has
since been removed, telling residents that D.C.
law required the switch. Haaga said this information was not accurate and the signs were
taken down.
“While there is a D.C. code requirement for
landlords to provide heat (under D.C. Landlord/Tenant Regulations),” Haaaga said. “It is
intended for privately owned apartment buildings (and) landlords and does not apply to GW’s
residence halls.” n
–Lizzie Wozobski
“What’s the deal with ...” is a regular feature in
the Life section. If you have an idea for the story, email features@gwhatchet.com.
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A Catholic tie for young females
by Prerna Rao
Senior Staff Writer

Americas, to GW.
“Our goal is to build a solid community for
GW Catholic women. We are similar to a sorority,
On a campus where politics is the tie that because we all are women who share a bond of
binds, GW students Michelle Huntley and Emily sisterhood,” said Huntley, a junior who founded
Karrs use their religion to connect with other the GW chapter - or Court 2577 - last spring. The
students. That’s why they brought a new stu- group was officially installed on campus Oct. 8.
dent organization, the Catholic Daughters of the
“GW guys have the Knights of Columbus
(a Catholic men’s fraternal society), so we and
our friends wanted to
get involved in our own
thing,” Huntley said. “We
realized there was already
a national organization
that shared our cause so
we decided to bring (the
Catholic Daughters of the
Americas) to our college
campus.”
The religion-based student organization, which
has 25 members, focuses
on three main ideals – spirituality, social affairs and
community service. For
members of the Catholic
Daughers of the Americas,
or CDA, spirituality is
ever-present force in their
lives.
“Prayer is important,”
said Karrs, a senior who
is CDA’s president. “For
example, every time we
meet we say a prayer.”
CDA social events
include Daughter Dinners,
one of which will take place
Nov. 30, where group members build up their bonds
over toasts and prayers.
Last week, the CDA sponsored a costume-themed
All Saints Day party at the
Newman Catholic Center,
where members and partygoers dress up as their
favorite saint.
Installation Mass, the
final step for becoming an
Erin Shea/photo editor official daughter, happens
Senior Emily Karrs and junior Michelle Huntley, of the Catholic once every semester.
Daughters of the Americas, organize charity events like an All Saints
“We don’t have differDay party where guests brought canned goods and dressed up.
ent levels of members or

anything; we are all equal,” Huntley added.
The national CDA organization, whose
motto is “unity and charity,” was founded by the
Knights of Columbus in 1903, but courts mostly
generally operate at the local level. The CDA
has approximately 95,000 members worldwide,
with 1,400 courts in the United States, Mexico,
the Dominican Republic, Guam, Saipan and the
Virgin Islands, according to the organization’s
Web site.
Today, thanks to religiously active students
like Huntley and Karrs, the face of CDA is changing to meet modern times.
“Before, this organization was primarily joined by and existed for women like working mothers,”
Huntley said.
“Now
we’re
reaching out to
“Before, this organi- younger genzation was primarily erations.”
K a r r ’ s
joined by and existed g r a n d m o t h e r
was a regent,
for women like
or head, of her
home
court,
working mothers.”
near Pittsburgh,
Pa.
“College
MICHELLE HUNTLEY courts are a
JUNIOR
relatively new
thing that only
started in the
last
several
years,” Karrs said. “We would consider ourselves the cutting edge for college involvement
(in CDA).”
Service, the group’s third pillar, is especially
important for CDA, and members have been
actively involved in the community since their
installment last month.
“We had a can drive last week, some of us are
volunteering at a soup kitchen and an old folks’
home, and currently we’re working with all-girl
high schools in the D.C. area,” Karrs said. “We
are also working with the Northwest Pregnancy
Center, and we want to throw a baby shower
for a single mom to raise money for her and her
child.”
The Daughters’ community service and CDA
membership is driven by their religious beliefs,
Karrs added.
“We are women on the GW campus who are
striving to actively and enthusiastically practice
our faith.” n
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

BATTLETIME

A telling tune–up

Cole has 23 in
win over team of
professionals
by Ian Humphrey
Hatchet Reporter

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Junior Janine Brown attempts a kill during a
3-2 win over Charlotte Thursday in the Smith
Center. GW lost to Fordham Sunday 3-1 in New
York. GW and the Rams are both attempting to
qualify for the sixth spot in the Atlantic 10 tournament beginning Nov. 17 in Dayton, Ohio. If
GW beats La Salle Nov. 10 and Temple Nov. 11,
they will qualify for the tournament. GW hasn’t
beaten the Owls since 1998.

Pep rally set for Wed.
Spirit of the Night, the replacement for Colonials
Invasion, will be Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Kogan
Plaza. Byron Kerr, the WTWP announcer, will
emcee the event, which will include appearances
by the GW men’s and women’s basketball teams.
Joe McKeown and Karl Hobbs, head basketball
coaches, will appear along with the GW mascots.
The Colonial Brass pep band will perform.
–Jake Sherman

The lone senior on the GW women’s basketball team, guard Kenan
Cole, may occasionally get overlooked with Atlantic 10 preseason
ﬁrst–team members Kim Beck and
Sarah-Jo Lawrence in the same backcourt. But last year’s Academic Excellence Award recipient made her
presence known with a team-leading
23 points and 8 rebounds in Friday’s
70-63 preseason win over the Lake
Truck Lines, a collection of various
professional players, at the Smith
Center.
“[Cole’s] a workaholic,” 18-year
head coach Joe McKeown said. “She’s
just one of those people that is a selfmade player. She doesn’t have the
natural athletic ability that you see
sometimes, so she just made herself
into a better player.”
The Colonials stuck it to Lake
Truck from the opening tip, jumping
out to an early lead courtesy of a 120 run to start the game. GW maintained a comfortable lead until the
ﬁnal few minutes when Lake Truck
went on a 10-2 run to cut the seemingly insurmountable lead to 67-61
with 34.1 seconds remaining.
Cole responded by converting
twice from the free throw line, and
the Colonials managed to force a
turnover by Lake Truck forward
Brandi Teamer on the other end and
secure the win.
En route to shooting 42.9 percent
from the ﬁeld compared to Lake
Truck’s 34.8 percent, the Colonials
shot 40 percent from behind the arc,
an improvement over last year’s excruciating 29.3 percent.
“We were pathetic last year, and
I’ll be the ﬁrst to admit it,” McK-

Ben Solomon/photo editor

Freshman Ivy Abiona ﬁghts for the ball with a Lake Truck opponent during a 70-63 win Friday night in
the Smith Center. The Colonials shot 42.9 percent from the ﬂoor in the win.
eown said. “Beck bailed us out a
little bit last year and that was it.
We’re a little better now, and we’ve
practiced it.”
Beck also played a leading
role in the victory, shooting 7 of 11
from the ﬁeld, including three of
four from downtown, for 17 points
while dishing out ﬁve assists.
McKeown expressed his concern with the lack of scoring from
the post players, noting that forwards Jazmine Adair and Chantelle John, both sophomores, will
need to step their game up in order
for the Colonials to be successful.
“We didn’t get a lot of production from our post game at all, and
that’s what we need to get,” the
coach said. “I just can’t depend on
the perimeter the whole time. Ob-

viously, if we have to we will because we do what we have to do to
win, but I think that to be a great
team, we have these big kids, and
they need to play well.”
After hitting two jumpers in
the opening minutes of the game,
Adair picked up two quick fouls
and lacked aggressiveness from
that point on, McKeown said.
“I don’t expect fouls to be an
issue with her. She did a great job
last year for the most part staying
out of trouble,” he said. “Tonight
in the second half I thought she
was a little tentative, didn’t block
shots, and didn’t rebound ... She’s
been unbelievable in practice so
I was a little surprised that she
struggled.”
McKeown said that he expects

contributions from newcomers
Stefani Munro, Ivy Abiona and
Robin Murphy this season, and
may look to some assistance from
above to get red-shirt sophomore
Lisa Steele, who has received limited playing time over the past two
years due to a stress fracture deep
in her left foot, on the ﬂoor.
Forward Chelsea Grear scored
18 points and grabbed nine rebounds to lead Lake Truck, while
Washington Mystics guard Nikki
Blue scored 14 points and handed
out six assists to help the cause.
Jessica Adair did not play due
to the coach’s decision, but McKeown said that she will be ready
for the season opener on Friday
against Maryland-Baltimore County at the Smith Center. n

Red Auerbach, a trio of players and the key to a season

There was a moment Friday night
where Coach Joe McKeown was at a
loss for words.
For a second, he had no answers.
Typically eager to talk about his
team, McKeown gasped and looked
up at the ceiling.
He was asked a routine, cliché
question about Friday night’s game
with Lake Truck: did he learn anything in the 40-minute preseason
contest?
After an awkward jumbling
of words McKeown discovered he
had learned
something.
He actually
relearned
something
that
he’s
known
for
two
years,
something
Jake
that
could
have
beat
Sherman
Tennessee or
tripped
up
Temple.
He needs, more than anything
this season, a player that has averaged 1.9 points in 23 games. A player
that has seen only 191 minutes since
stepping foot on campus three years
ago.
“Maybe Red Auerbach will help
me or something; I need Lisa Steele
on the ﬂoor,” McKeown said, plead-

ing with a crowd of powerless reporters. “Because she can play, she
just has not been able to practice at
a high level the last two years. She’s
smart and she’s tough.”
Maybe it was the timing, nearly a
week to the day of Auerbach’s death,
but McKeown tilted his head back
and juxtaposed two ﬁgures in his
life that have seldom crossed paths.
But for McKeown, they hold unique
places: friendship and success.
When McKeown’s father died
in 1997, Auerbach was a special ﬁgure to him. They had a unique relationship, one of mutual respect. For
McKeown, Auerbach was an NBA
legend who always took the time to
give advice or just talk about life.
Last season, Auerbach surprised
McKeown’s squad at a 9 a.m. practice at the Smith Center. He spoke to
the team in the locker room and had
interactions with a trio of players: the
Adair twins and Lisa Steele.
“He took (the twins) aside, told
them how much he hoped they did
well at GW and how important it
was they got a degree,” McKeown
recalled.
Auerbach, whom coached at
Roosevelt High School close to where
the Adairs grew up, never was a huge
women’s basketball fan, but he was a
teacher and lover of the game.
Steele, McKeown said, is the type
of player that Auerbach would have

loved. She works hard, she can shoot
and has the utmost respect for the
game. Through hardships, Steele has
persisted and kept her head up.
A New Jersey native and sharpshooting guard, Steele has been
plagued with injury since coming to
GW. She had a stress fracture in her
foot, which never healed properly.

McKeown talks
about Red, Adairs
and Steele.
Most players would’ve ditched the
game, concentrated on a degree and
stored the Auerbach story for grandchildren decades later. But Steele,
who McKeown said has a 4.0 grade
point average, kept on.
Auerbach’s personal interaction
with Steele was limited to one occasion. One moment where the two,
who are 60 years in age apart, connected. Steele told Auerbach that
her favorite player was John Havilcek, a Celtics guard that Auerbach
coached.
Auerbach’s face lit up.
“He thought it was great,” McKeown said of Steele’s idol.
In Havilcek, there is a lot of
what McKeown hopes Steele can be.

Every Wednesday night is

College
Night

Havilcek epitomizes a clutch player.
He averaged 20.8 points per game
in his NBA career to top the NBA
and Celtics’ scoring list. He is in the
basketball Hall of Fame and nabbed
a spot on the 50 greatest players in
NBA history.
Steele, McKeown said, ﬁts into
the mold of an old-time basketball
stalwart.
“She has the basketball I.Q.,”
McKeown said of Steele. “She’ll
make a free throw at the end of the
game. She’ll hit a big shot.”
For the women’s squad this year,
that seems to be what they’ll need.
The Adairs and Steele are required
components for success. McKeown
doesn’t want to rely heavily on the
perimeter game, so he’ll throw it
down to either Adair twin. When he
needs the three-pointer, there will be
the marksman in Steele waiting on
the wing.
In a season where the Colonials
are being touted and ﬂanked as the
Atlantic 10’s prize, McKeown has
tried to keep it simple – crisp passing, good defense and consistently
strong offense.
It has been tough for McKeown
to lose a good friend but he has kept
busy by focusing on the team and the
upcoming year.
Ben Solomon/photo editor
One thing he’ll know is that two
keys to success have Red’s irreplace- Sophomore Lisa Steele reaches for a ball
during Friday’s game.
able stamp of approval. n

COLLEGE NIGHT GAMES:
Nov. 8
vs. Indiana
7:00 pm
Dec. 13 vs. Denver
7:00 pm
Jan. 3
vs. Milwaukee
7:00 pm
Jan. 10
vs. Chicago
7:00 pm
Jan. 17
vs. New York
7:00 pm
Feb. 7
vs. San Antonio 7:00 pm
Feb. 28
vs. Miami
7:00 pm
Mar. 28
vs. Philadelphia 7:00 pm
Apr. 4
vs. Charlotte
7:00 pm
Bring your College ID to your Campus Ticketmaster or to the Verizon Center Box Office
and get a $10 Upper Level ticket! Offer can only be redeemed day of game. Offer valid
while supplies last.

$10
Upper Level Ticket

For more information, log onto

WashingtonWizards.com

For accessible seating, call 202.661.5065
TTY 202.661.5066
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DELAYS
from p. 1

Katz added that Sodexho’s
attention this summer was on
opening a revamped J Street on
schedule. All the food venues were
operating by the start of classes,
except the Grounds for Change
coffee shop, which opened in midOctober.

“The biggest issue is that
Sodexho – and rightfully so – took
the new part of the dining was
done right and opened on time,”
Katz said in an interview Friday.
“They put their focus on the J Street
venues, and they did a superb
job.”
Carvings, which is under the
same ownership as Gallery News
at 1959 E Street and Gallery Market
and Café in Ivory Tower, will offer
deli sandwiches, breakfast foods

and an extensive hot and cold buffet on the first floor of Potomac
House. Its delays resulted from
the lengthy process of acquiring
city permits, which the restaurant
didn’t start early enough.
“They’re under a lot of pressure in the city, and we got to
work with them,” Katz said. “We
should’ve been more on top of
(Carvings), but we weren’t. We’re
responsible too.”
Though both Carvings and

WOW are opening late, Casey
Pond, director of the Student
Association Dining Services
Commission, said he isn’t fazed by
the delays.
“I would much rather see a
quality venue released a few weeks
later rather than a mediocre venue
opened early,” Pond said last week.
“I believe that students will be very
pleased with the quality of the venues which are set to open.”
Freshman residents in Potomac

News
House said they are looking forward to Carvings’ opening so they
will have a dining option in their
building
“I like to walk, but when I
think about going even the short
distance to Gallery in the winter,” freshman Joanna Gubin said,
“I realize how nice it will be to
have someplace to grab food right
downstairs.” n
–David Ceasar contributed to this
report.

ELECTIONS
from p. 1

the Elliot School. “I cannot imagine
anything more valuable to a young
person than to be able to compliment my academic work with access to people who had achieved
great success in the ﬁeld that I was
studying.”
The war veteran spoke about
personal experiences in terms of her
largest campaign issue: health care.
“I realize that some people may
be tempted to view this race through
the prism of what I have experienced,” Duckworth said. “If that’s
the case, then I would hope that
it’s a reﬂection of what our country
must do in the area of health care,
and making such care accessible to
all Americans who need it.”
Democratic candidate Paul Aronsohn, who received both his undergraduate and graduate degrees
in political communication from
GW, is running for a congressional
seat in New Jersey’s ﬁfth district. He
is up against incumbent U.S. Rep.
Scott Garrett.
Aronsohn enrolled as an undergraduate in 1985 and said he came
to GW because it was one of the ﬁrst
schools to offer a political communication program.
“It was perfect because at this
time it combined political science,
journalism, communication and
psychology,” he said in an interview
Saturday. “I loved the GW experience both from the school perspective but also the public service.”
Aronsohn said he served on
the Program Board as the political
activities coordinator for two years
and as chair for a year. He said he
also volunteered through his fraternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, and at
Miriam’s Kitchen. He said he was
also involved in the College Democrats and the Black People’s Union,
“even though (he’s) not black.”
He is running for a seat that has
been held by Republicans for 26
years, but said he believes he has a
good chance. “I’m realistic in knowing that we can lose this, but I know
that we can also win this.”
2006 graduate Mark Harris is
challenging Democrat Matt Smith
for a state representative seat in
Pennsylvania. Harris, who won
the Republican primary against the
two-term incumbent Tim Stevenson, said he received a lot of political experience in D.C.
Senior L. Asher Corson is running against incumbent Anne Savage for the Advisory Neighborhood
Commission, an elected body that
advises D.C. government on local
issues. The Columbian College student said he wanted to run to help
bridge the gap between the neighborhood and the University.
“(Savage) has been serving for
two years, and it is pretty clear that
she hasn’t worked well with other
ANC commissioners,” Corson told
The Hatchet last month. “(I) could
give a unique perspective to the
table as a property owner and student.”
Law professor Mary Cheh won
the Democratic nomination for the
Ward 1 City Council seat against fellow professor Erik Gaull.
A major issue in the race has
been Cheh’s commitment to stay at
GW should she win. She said she
would continue teaching while a
councilmember, despite the possibility of conﬂicts of interest.
“It’s rather rare for something
directly affecting the University to
come to the council instead of zoning ofﬁcials,” she told The Hatchet
last month. “If something did come
up, I could always recuse myself.”
In another race with a GW connection – though not quite as direct
– Republican senatorial candidate
Michael Steele, is running against
U.S. Rep. Ben Cardin. Steele, who
would be the ﬁrst black Maryland
senator, took summer classes at
GW in order to bring up his GPA
after failing out of Johns Hopkins,
according to a Southern Maryland
Online article. Steele’s mother was
disappointed with his low grades at
Hopkins and told him to do whatever necessary to re-enroll. n

TUITION
from p. 1

“This is a proposal that will
control costs, enhance quality,
make it possible to increase compensation and hold tuition prices
for students steady,” he said about
the ideas.
The four-by-four plan has
received a recommendation
for approval by Executive Vice
President for Academic Affairs
Donald Lehman and is being considered by the schools’ deans.
Kip Lornell, an adjunct professor of music who is also leading a
push for the unionization of parttime faculty, said he was not surprised to learn that GW is ranked
the most expensive school in the
country.
“This only confirms the trend
over the last couple years that
GW is an extremely high-priced
school,” Lornell said.
He said GW is pricey because,
“students are willing to pay it.”
He warned that if GW raises
tuition further, it may repel some
students from applying. Other
schools topping the CNNMoney.
com list include the University
of Richmond at $36,550, Sarah
Lawrence College in New York
at $36,088 and Kenyon College in
Ohio at $36,050. n
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Dylan Brogan, Classified Manager
Phone:
(202) 994-7079
Fax:
(202) 994-1309
Email:
classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web:
gwhatchet.com/classifieds

101 - LOST

450 - MASSAGE

465 - TUTOR SERVICES

NAVASA INFORMATION SESSION:
10/24/06:8pm: MSSC209 Great Job Opportunity: Paid Fellows helping with Vietnamese Community Development in New
Orleans.

HAIR & SPA PROMOTION we are offering 20 % OFF on services and products at
Jean Claude MedSpa to all students with
proof of ID.
(Facial, microdermabrasion, waxing,
Manicure....)
and 20% OFF on hair services with Jean
Claude
Location :Jean Luc salon 3240 P st NW
202-625-2220

ENGINEERING STUDENTS TUTORING
IN THE FOLLOWING
1. CALCULUS
2. ALGEBRA
3. THERMODYNAMICS
4. HEAT TRANSFER
5. FLUID MECHANICS
6. STATICS
7. DYNAMICS
RATES $25/hr NEGOTIABLE CALL 571330-4385 571-330-4385

245 - RENT DC

BE SMART, STOP RENTING! For
what you pay to rent you could buy.
RobertLeary.com 202-669-8493

460 - TRAVEL

255 - SALE DC

TRAVEL WITH STS to this yearís top 10
Spring Break destinations! Best deals
guaranteed! Highest rep commissions.
Visit www.ststravel.com or call 1-800648-4849. Great group discounts!

515 - GENERAL

We accept American Express,
Discover, MasterCard, and VISA cards, as well as
cash & checks through the office.

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

WARRANT OFFICER
FLIGHT TRAINING
If you are 19-28 years old,
have a high school diploma
and are otherwise qualiﬁed,
you may apply to the Warrant
Ofﬁcer Flight Training
program and learn to ﬂy one
of the Armyís sophisticated
helicopters. You may qualify
for $37,224 for college
through the Montgomery GI
Bill. To ﬁnd out more,
contact 202-761-4344

RESEARCH INTERNSHIP- PAID Lobbying Firm Seeks Interns
Daily tasks will include, news searches,
legislative research, attending and reporting on congressional hearings, business
development research and other tasks. A
great opportunity to learn.
Please send cover letter, resume and
availability to jmrowka@franklinpartners
hip.com

665 - PART TIME

499 - GENERAL

FIND OUT WHAT’S FOR SALE Contact
Robert
Leary
202.669.8493
Robert@robertleary.com

SKYDIVE! One Day First Jumps! Student
Discounts.
Gift Certiﬁcates! www.skydiveorange.com
877-348-3759

SPRING BREAK IN LONDON 2007
The best Spring Break ever! $599 pp, and
includes bed and breakfast, free drinks
night, an amazing daylong sightseeing
tour and river cruise, a weekly transport
travelcard, a London guidebook, an optional Da Vince Code tour and pub crawl
and lots more! 1 800 599 8635;
sales@springbreaklondon.com;
www.
springbreaklondon.com. 800-599-8635 x
ID 2497289

270 - SUBLETS OFFERED

Apts, Sublets & Rooms

www.TheSublet.com

All Cities & Areas! 201-265-7900

HAMILTON’S IS HIRING- SERVERS
Hamiltonís Bar + Grill is opening and hiring servers. No experience necessary for
a fast-paced, fun, and friendly work environment. Apply in person daily between
1-4pm at 233 2nd St. NW

505 - ADOPTIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Adminsitrative Assistant/Personal Assistant to
Georgetown Businessman, high GPA, light bookkeeping experience preferred. 12-15 hours per week.
Prefer Tuesday, Thursday, Friday.
e-mail: eadent3@aol.com or fax resume to: 202342-9377

14th Grade Players Presents

ADOPTION Loving couple seeking to
adopt an infant. Will pay medical and legal expenses. Call collect Stefano & Kati:
301 915-0423

620 - INTERNSHIPS, PAID

515 - GENERAL

www.
gwhatchet.com/
classiﬁeds

BROWSE & LIST FREE!

!BARTENDING! UP TO $300/DAY No
experience necessary. Training provided.
800-965-6520x171.

615 - FULL TIME

INTERNSHIP/PAID. WANTED: Aggressive, outgoing go-getter to work with
ﬁnancial adviser at UBS Financial Services. Call Bill Flanigan, vice-president,
301-718-5036.

EARN $800-$3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on them.
www. AdDriveTeam.com.

Othello

Nov. 9, 10, 11 - 8pm
Nov. 12 Matinee - 3pm
Lisner Downstage
Arise, black vengeance,
from thy hollow cell!

On Wednesday nights from 7-9pm, a Career Center
representative will be available—each week in a different
House—to provide information and advice about Career
Center programs and services that can assist YOU with
your career development and job search needs!
Wednesday, November 8
7-9 pm in JBKO Hall
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!

gwired.gwu.edu/career
Looking for a Fresh Start and a Fresh Roommate Next Semester?

Place an FREE Classiﬁeds Ad to Aid Your Search
The
The New
New York
York Times
Times Syndication
Syndication Sales
Sales Corporation
Corporation
609
609 Greenwich
Greenwich Street,
Street, New
New York,
York, N.Y.
N.Y. 10014
10014
For
For Information
Information Call:
Call: 1-800-972-3550
1-800-972-3550

202-994-7079 orFor
www.gwhatchet.com/classiﬁ
For
Release Monday,
Tuesday, November
October 31,
Release
6, 2006
2006 eds

ACROSS
ACROSS

11 Cube
Word creator
repeated

Erno
before “black
sheep, ignore
have
6 Rudely
you any wool?”
10 Computer
4 graphics
Semesterfile
8 format
Seizes (from)
14
Night
14 “Saturday
Building add-on
alum Cheri
15 Live”
Downwind,
on a
15 Green
ship Hornet’s
16 sidekick
Kitt who played
16 Push
for on
Catwoman
“Batman” Oscar
17 Two-time
Dianne
17 winner
Avg., sizewise
18 Asia’s
Aromatherapy
18
___ Sea
liquid
19 Roseanne,
20 formerly
Cereal named
for two type,
20 Camera
ingredients it
briefly
doesn’t have
21 See 33-Down
22 ___ of Cleves,
24 Points
finger
Englisha queen
at
23 Back of a boat
26 Leases again
24 Emergency PC
27 Nogales
nap
key
29
request
25 Oliver’s
SSW’s reverse
30
26 Indianapolis
The “I” in
gridder
T.G.I.F.

31
slack-jawed
28 Be
Jacuzzi
34
31 Pool
Jacuzzis

34 measurement
Maxima maker
38
38 Hole-making
“Put ___ Happy

tool
Face”
39
a member
39 Is
Really
tired
41
“Yes,
42 Smallmadame”
bed
42
neverthe
43 “You
Followed
know
leader…”
44
case
44 Decorative
Shady giants
45
manages,
45 Barely
Becomes
a
with
“out”
parent
not by
childbirth
46 Narrow
inlets
47 S.F.
Slangy
assent
48
Giants’
div.
49 Map
“Once
upon a
50
feature
midnight dreary”
53 Less
writer
complicated
50 Veneration
55 See 33-Down
53 Numbskull
57
Polly’s
57 Aunt
No. on
a
nephew,
a
baseball in
card
Twain classic
59 Gary Cooper
60 Yugoslavia’s
film of 1928
Josip ___ Tito
61 Overwrought
61 Heart
writingof the
matter
64 Architect I. M.
62 Throw
___ with effort
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64
prefight
65 Boxer’s
Removes,
as a

attire
knot
65
wassword
I ___
66 “Able
Sporting
67 …”
Nest item
66
68 Kindergartners
Turns back to
67 They
zero sometimes
it”
69 “have
Lifeless
68
70 Telemarketer’s
“Nope”
aim
69 TeaDOWN
leaf
readers, e.g.
1 Floaters in
northern seas
DOWN
2 Vigilant
13 Seating
sections
Tiny pond
plants
24 Gas,
e.g.:
Aptitude Abbr.
35 See
33-Down
Pizazz
46 Form
org.
Variety1040
show
57 Popular
Swim
Hershey
bar
competitions
68 Do
lutzes,
Said
“I do”e.g.
together
7 Pushers’
9 pursuers
Norma ___,
Sally Fieldstate
role
8 Six-sided
10
On theclassic
wrong
9 Ravel
course
10 On fire, as
11 some
Paleolithic
desserts
hammer or ax
11 Ramble on
12 Skinny
12 White-plumed
13 wader
Realtor’s aim
19 Listerine
President’s
13
targets
foreign policy
22 Spin
doctor’s
grp.
concern
21 Light refractor
23 The out crowd
25 All’s opposite
25 D-Day craft
27 Rebuffs rudely
27 Shell game
28 Robust
28
Belt state
29 Corn
E pluribus
___
29
of options
30 List
Upside-down
32 Drinks
with
sleepers
31 heads
Org. offering
33 Word
that
creature
defines
21- and
comforts?
32 55-Across
Trudge and
3- and 35-Down
33 Fenders,
35 See
33-Down
taillights,
etc.
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22

33

4

54

5

66

14
14

15

15

17
17

18

18

20
20

21
24

23
27

28

30
31

32

21

8

31
34

32
35

26

33
36

42
42

43

45

46
46

50

51

55
57

58

60
61

48
47
50

53
51

56
59

35
38
41

54
52

53

37

60

61
63

62

63

54

55

56

57

58

59

64

66

66

67

67
68

68

69

69

70

e.g.:
Abbr.
reducer
37
subject
36 H.S.
Where
a
telescope
is
39 It’s alive
aimed
40
37 Kind
“Get of
it?”knife
advertised on
40 TV
Lug
41 Train stop
43 Summer coolers
46 Baked entree
45 Farm
with afemale
crust

36

49
48

65

36
Gras,
35 Mardi
Swelling

30

41

64
65

Puzzle
Parrish
Puzzle by
by Allan
Lynn E.
Lempel

29

45
44

47

62

34

44

52
49

13
13

25

40

43

12
12

22

28

37

39
40

11
11

19
23

29

10
10
16

19

27

33

9

16

24

26

98

22

25

38
39

77

No. 0919
0925

47
sleeping
48 “Let
Controlled
the

dogs
mike lie” and
others
50 Austrian peak
49 Start of a
51 director’s
Sent by bank
directive
transfer
50
Virgo’s
follower
52 Get hitched
hastily boy
51 Jetson
52
54 Shakespeare’s
Turn red, as an
theater
apple

53
55 1950’s
End of the

automotive
Greek alphabet
embarrassment
56 Whinny
54 Clarinetist Shaw
57 Cowboy boot
56 The
part euro
replaced it
58 Ditty
58
done ports
60 All
Between
59
Military
62 Permit meal
63
asset
63 Artist’s
Twisty turn

For
For answers,
answers, call
call 1-900-285-5656,
1-900-285-5656, $1.20
$1.20 aa minute;
minute; or,
or, with
with aa
credit
credit card,
card, 1-800-814-5554.
1-800-814-5554.
Annual
Annual subscriptions
subscriptions are
are available
available for
for the
the best
best of
of Sunday
Sunday
crosswords
crosswords from
from the
the last
last 50
50 years:
years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online
Online subscriptions:
subscriptions: Today's
Today's puzzle
puzzle and
and more
more than
than 2,000
2,000
past
past puzzles,
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords
nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95
($34.95 aa year).
year).
Share
Share tips:
tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum.
nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords
Crosswords for
for young
young
solvers:
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
nytimes.com/learning/xwords.

To Play: Complete the grid so that every row, column
and every 3X3 box contains the digits 1 to 9. There is
no guessing or math involved, just use logic to solve.

Princeton
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Students
Get In.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FRE
E.

Play Super Sudoku and
win prizes at:

The Sudoku Source of
“The GW Hatchet”.

Test names are the trademarks of their respective owners, who
are not afﬁliated with The Princeton Review. The Princeton Review
and The Princeton Review logo are trademarks of The Princeton
Review, Inc., which is not afﬁliated with Princeton University.
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Officials get out of the office
Thirty-one GW
admistrators teach
classes in addition to job

Greeks end week
of activities
by Marissa Bialecki
Hatchet Staff Writer

by Leah Carliner
Senior Staff Writer
On the ﬁrst day of racquetball class, sophomore Daniel
Pollock did not realize that his
instructor already knew his
mother. But Rodney Johnson,
the director of Parent Services,
never misses the ball – on the
court or in his ofﬁce.
“It’s not embarrassing,” said
Pollock of his mother’s conversations and familiarity with
Johnson. “He’s a really nice guy
and it’s a good connection to
have.”
Thirty-one members of GW’s
administration – a group including directors, assistant deans
and vice presidents – have taken
on additional roles as faculty in
the classroom as of 2005, according to the Ofﬁce of Institutional
Research.
Though Johnson spends
most of his time heading the
Parent Services program, he also
teaches racquetball for the exercise science department.
“Any interaction that I can
have with students is important,” said Johnson, who started
his career at GW 21 years ago as
an assistant coach for the men’s
basketball team.
Johnson said that 12 years ago,
the exercise science department
approached him about teaching
a racquetball class, and since then
he has taught as many as four sections of the class at a time.
Another
administrator
teaching a class in the exercise
science department is Director
of the Student Activities Center
Tim Miller, who instructs a onecredit hiking course during the
fall, and a three credit outdoor
education class in the spring.
“I’ve deﬁnitely had students
show up and not realize I’ve
been a teacher,” said Miller, who
grew up in Woodbridge, Va.,
just south of D.C. near the Occoquan River. Miller said that he
has always liked teaching and
that his mother and brother are
also teachers.
“(In the) long term I hope to
teach much more,” he said.
Like Johnson, Miller said his
work as an administrator occupies most of his time.

News

Nick Gingold/assistant photo editor

Tim Miller (center), director of the Student Activites Center takes students to Roosevelt Island on
Friday as part of a hiking class he teaches. Miller is one of 31 GW administrators who have taken
on the role of teaching class outside of their ofﬁce job.
“My full-time job with the of Media and Public Affairs on
University is my priority, and radio history.
having that position affords me
Senior Curtis Raye, one of
the opportunity to teach,” Miller Freedman’s students and the
wrote in an e-mail last week.
host of WRGW’s “The Game
Vice President for Commu- Show,” said he signed up for
nications Michael Freedman Freedman’s class because he
said he enjoys teaching even if heard good things about it and
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For sophomore David Earl,
learning in a vice president’s
ofﬁce is anything but intimidating.
“It’s a lot more comfortable;
that’s the truth,” Earl said. “Half
the class is sitting around in
couches. Half the class is sitting
around in chairs and whatnot.”
Raye also said he likes the
atmosphere that Freedman’s ofﬁce provides for a classroom.
“I think it makes the whole
experience more personable,”
said Raye, who called Freedman’s various radio memorabilia – including a 1950s CBS tape
recorder, a 1937 functioning radio, and a UPI teletype machine
– “(Freedman’s) toys.”
But despite the unusual
classroom setting, Raye said the
fact that Freedman is a University vice presidentdoes not usually play into class discussions
“He doesn’t try to ﬂaunt his
position as vice president for
communications,” Raye said.
When asked about his position at GW, Freedman responded with modesty.
“The class ﬁlls up real quickly on registration,” Freedman
said. “But I don’t believe for
a minute it’s because of who I
am.” n

A Halloween-themed Greek
Week ended Saturday after days
of competition, fundraising and
community service events.
The week’s events included volunteering with KidFest,
Greek Games on Kogan Plaza,
trick-or-treating with UNICEF,
a skit night, date auction, game
night, a party at Heritage and
a barbecue on University Yard.
Greek-letter governing groups
the Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Association, Multicultural Greek Council and National Pan-Hellenic Council were all
involved in Greek Week.
IFC President John Och, a
senior, said he hoped that Greek
Week would “open up to the
greater GW community and get
everyone involved.”
Panhellenic
Association
President April Black said chapters received points throughout
the week based on attendance at
the events, the amount of money
each chapter raised throughout
the week and placement in the
top four for Skit Night, Greek
Games or Date Auction, events
where certain fraternity and sorority members compete on behalf of their chapters.
The competition aspect is
“an incentive for chapters to
attend the events, raise money
and serve as a tool to keep enthusiasm high throughout the
week,” Black said. Winning
chapters Alpha Phi and Sigma
Chi received an award and recognition from their respective
council at Saturday’s barbecue
in University Yard.
“I’m happy to see that this
year’s Greek Week had a lot of
focus on (community) service,”
said Dean Harwood, director
of Greek Life. Chapters raised
about $9,000 for UNICEF just
from Wednesday’s date auction
for the nonproﬁt organization
that works internationally to defend children’s rights, survival
and development.
Greek Games included a
pie-eating contest, pumpkin
carving, a mummy wrap and an
apple bob relay. Also, the ﬁrst
round of the Greek God and
Goddess competition was held
where representatives from each

chapter are judged based on
costume creativity and a question-and-answer segment.
One of the week’s most popular events was the Skit Night
held Monday evening in Lisner
Auditorium. Fraternities and
sororities choreographed short
dance performances for the
event, many to popular hip-hop
songs.
“Skit night was the biggest
hit. I really liked the dances,”
said sophomore and Phi Sigma
Sigma member Jennifer Hertberg.
The Phi Sigma Sigma sorority presented a candy-themed
dance complete with angel and
devil costumes. The Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity performed
a spoof of jingle bell rock from
the movie “Mean Girls.” Performances to Michael Jackson’s
“Thriller” were also popular
choices for the evening.
The Date Auction was held
Wednesday night in Columbian
Square along with a talent competition.
“People were trying to
sneak in just to see it,” sophomore Kristen Walker said. “(We)
managed to raise a lot of money
through the date auction.”
Each sorority or fraternity
was given the opportunity to
sign up two participants to be
auctioned off as dates. The dates
won points for their chapters
based on how much money they
raised and additional points if
they were one of the top four
best dates.
On
Thursday
evening,
Greek-letter leaders from the
MGC and NPHC hosted Game
Night at the Multicultural Student Services Center. The two
councils provided food, card
games, twister, GW Monopoly
and more. This is the ﬁrst event
either council has hosted in conjunction with Greek Week.
“The MGC was really looking forward to Game night,”
said Andrew Tonioli, a junior.
“It has been a really good year
for us.”
Greek Week concluded Saturday afternoon with a barbecue on University Yard. The
event also included a canned
food drive donation in conjunction with the Ofﬁce of Community Service. n

